HERE’S WHAT HAPPENS TO A CHIEF OF POLICE WHEN HE REFUSES TO SELL OUT HIS COUNTRY

A REPORT ON THE BILLY PHILLIPS CASE

Part I - Introduction

PHILLIPS COULD BE CALLED A WHISTLE BLOWER.

This is a very important case! If you are intelligent enough to read and understand the contents of this article, it is hoped that you will be equally generous enough to protect the younger generation, who definitely is not able to understand what has happened to our system of government. They have neither the training, understanding, nor the experience to be able to halt or reverse what is happening to them, and their personal lives, much less what is happening to our law enforcement systems, our schools, our general government, and the rights of the people.

What you are about to read is not only the struggle of a dedicated Chief of Police, it is your struggle, because of unwelcome alterations being made in our government system. The federal government has succeeded in moving us into a different operating system. The people have lost their authority over the institutions they have built. It has been done so shrewdly that many Americans are not aware that essential Constitutional processes have already been abandoned. Soviet techniques are being applied in every facet of your life without your understanding of what is happening to you and your family.

This is a report on Billy Phillips. His story is your story! His cause today is your cause, but there may come a time when there will no longer be anyone left with the courage of Billy Phillips to take up your cause for you. The hope is that the people will wake up in time, and demand an end to the many ill-conceived alterations in the government system which have been the reverse of constitutional reality. The opportunity to do just that still exists!

One type of alteration being fostered over you is the sovietization process now being applied in all fields of human endeavor: banking, health, schools, religion, universities, courts, corrections, etc. and in particular, as this report will show, in the field of civilian law enforcement.

Please consider it your duty to give assistance and encouragement to this former Chief of Police in Gallaway, Tennessee, who on your behalf has had the courage to speak out in favor of the Second Amendment, and against the transformation of traditional American
law enforcement into a militarized internationalized global system. Some time soon, you may be pulled over by what appears to be an American police officer, only to find that he is a facilitator, a change agent, and a hardened enforcer of Soviet techniques.

Despite the abuse that he has been receiving for his efforts to protect the essential rights of the people, lawman Billy Phillips has broadened his efforts to include the right of any police officer, who feels it is his duty, to speak out against federalization and restructuring of the United States into a police state. Phillips feels that his fellow law enforcement officers will eventually come to understand what has happened to them, and realize how they have been manipulated to operate against the laws of this nation. Phillips is holding the door open for their awakening.

Once Billy Phillips began speaking out on how the law enforcement system became changed, he has been attacked and almost ruined. The issues in which Phillips is concerned are the KEY that unlocks the door of OPPORTUNITY for us to save our nation. Although the Constitution and the Bill of Rights still exist, public officials who allow these alterations to prevail are guilty of not abiding by those essential laws, and the oath of office to which they swore to uphold.

**AS THINGS STAND, THE U.S.A. MUST TRANSFER ITS ARMED FORCES TO A FOREIGN POWER AND THE PEOPLE MUST GIVE UP THEIR GUNS.**

Not only has a law been written by the Congress, and signed by the president to totally disarm the people of the United States, but it will also transfer our entire military over to the communist-dominated United Nations on a permanent basis! This law is funded every two years by Congress to keep it rolling. This law, called the Disarmament Law, is the reason why there are so many attacks on the Second Amendment of the Bill of Rights.*

The current status of the U.S. military and the civilian law enforcement systems (our local police departments) is such that both have been merged together under one head! This is never done in a republic, if it is to remain a republic! Throughout the entire history of the United States, a sharp line has always separated these two systems, but because of the “transformations” being made under the George W. Bush administration, that line no longer exists! This kind of restructuring is done only when a nation is being prepared to operate as a dictatorship.

This unconstitutional merger built the “Homeland Security Agency” which is staffed by non-elected bureaucrats, and public officials have allowed this “agency” to have
dominion over the entire nation. This “agency” is not responsible to the people. Bureaucrats cannot be voted out or recalled as we are able to do with elected representatives. It has virtually changed our form of government. If the Homeland Security Agency is allowed to stand, 100% full military government operation on a permanent basis may soon be instituted in conjunction with the order under the Disarmament Law, which calls for “a force to preserve order” when this nation is fully disarmed. The Homeland Security “Agency” provides the potential to prohibit all privately held firearms. The “Agency” was created simply by George W. Bush’s signature on his Executive Order #13286. As a result, the Bush administration has obliterated one of the most essential principles of our Constitutional republic. The “Agency” has seized from the states their control of civilian law enforcement and fulfills the global government’s need for a militarized “force to preserve order”.

Billy Phillips believes in the Constitution. He believes that law-abiding people have a natural right to keep and bear arms. His intention was to protect this right for good people. He has made speeches supporting the Second Amendment: the confirmation in the Bill of Rights that the right to arms is an endowment from the Creator. He has received unwarranted reproach for his stand, yet Phillips says he wants to “keep the door open for the next police officer that feels it is his duty to speak out, and tell what is happening to the American law enforcement system.

Hopefully, you will come to realize that we should all be ready to stand behind Billy Phillips. He has been caught up in the web of the Soviet system that has captured control of our law enforcement system. It has been seized and taken away from its natural (constitutional) location in the states, and is now federalized!

**THIS COMPILATION OF DOCUMENTS IS A PUBLIC ACCOUNT OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO PHILLIPS.**

Because he has opposed the federalization of our American law enforcement system, and the installation of various modifications, conducive to global government management, alterations that are preparing the United States for international militarized management, he has been made to suffer permanent removal of his position as a member of law enforcement. Not only has he been removed as the Chief of Police by the “POST Commission”, he has been de-certified by them, so that he can never again be a police officer! Revenge is being applied against Phillips for his views and courage to speak out against the consolidation of all law enforcement on the federal level, plus its merger with the military, as required for full militarized governmental operation! Such practice is only performed preparatory to installation of a dictatorship. This is not only despotic, but it has been sold under false pretenses, claiming to make the people safer.
PHILLIPS HAS BECOME THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.

Phillips can be heard on talk shows, telling the public what happens to a Police Chief who speaks out against federal altering of our law enforcement systems, and who supports the people’s right to arms. The federal government, the POST Commission, and other Tennessee police review boards involved in the persecution of Phillips, are intending to make an example of him so that any future officer(s) or police chief(s) will remember what will happen to them if they decide to object to their participation in any federal arrangements, which they may come to realize are unconstitutional and wrongful. Phillips is undergoing the unjust treatment that was used to destroy Joe McCarthy and Dr. William Wirt, both of whom tried to warn the American people of the communist machinations that have long sought to take over the American government by stealth activity. Inevitably, strange orders will come down from the Homeland Security Agency.

WHAT IS BEHIND THE MISTREATMENT OF PHILLIPS?

The federal fear is that Phillips’ objections will cause an unwinding of the alterations and transformations the federal government has made in the American law enforcement system. These changes began in the early 1970’s by a federally created and federally funded group called the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (L.E.A.A.). L.E.A.A.’s operations began the militarization of our police departments. The sovietization movement has been so smoothly introduced that most police officers don’t realize its presence nor the seriousness of what has them in its grasp. Because Phillips has tried to expose these devious sweeping changes, numerous efforts have been made to discredit his reputation, to financially destroy and bankrupt him. They are breaking himfinancially as he defends himself against their false charges. Phillips and his family have been forced to suffer emotional hardships as well.

THE MISUSE OF POWER BY THOSE ASSIGNED TO DISCREDIT PHILLIPS.

False charges are printed in the newspapers to defame him. Every time a new indictment is dreamed up, he has to unravel the twisted charge, but when he proves the charge to be erroneous, the corrections do not get printed in the newspapers! De-certification alone is a humiliating experience. They have taken away his badge and his gun. His good reputation has been publicly besmirched. The prosecutors exercise their revenge under a project that is called “Operation: Tarnished Shield”. The effort “to convict him or to bankrupt him” has been openly stated as their goal. He is spending his life’s savings to defend himself against these attempts to destroy him. Phillips says “God hates a coward,” and he refuses to knuckle down.
HOW PHILLIPS BUILT THE DEPARTMENT.

About 10 years ago Phillips was appointed to office by the mayor of Gallaway to assume the duty of Chief of Police. Until Phillips took over, there was no substantial police department. It had been a heavily crime-ridden area, over which the county sheriff kept control with three part-time officers. John Wilder, a close friend of Phillips, was the Lieutenant-Governor of his state, and most of Phillips’ guidance came from him. When he started out on Day One, Phillips was given an old police car to use, which had been used by the part-time police officer that preceded him. Using his natural management skills, Phillips established a regular police department, and he made use of a building left over from an old abandoned restaurant, which he converted into a police headquarters. His desk and other furniture purchased to equip the office were paid for out of Phillips’ own pocket. He spent $6,000.00 of his own money to outfit the police cars with needed radar units. He built a pistol and rifle range for officers to use for training practice. A list is attached of many improvements he made at no cost to the city. Eventually, he was able to erect a modest building to be the City Hall for this little city of about 1,200 residents. He permanently enshrined the Ten Commandments in a granite base in the front of the new City Hall. Phillips is a supporter of Judge Roy Moore. He was aware that this would not bring him any federal compliments!

In due course, he had about 10 police officers working (plus some ‘reserves’ he could call upon). A sufficient number of up-to-date police cars became available for them to use. He once said to me: “If you had broken down in your car while traveling through Gallaway at the time I first took office, you might not have gotten out alive!” Gallaway really needed a steady police department to curb the crime! Phillips still praises local business owners and a number of other local citizens, who volunteered to help without cost to achieve these accomplishments. “I thought it was a good idea having qualified local business owners and residents involved in our Reserve Department,” he said recently, and added: “It is great! They have helped patrol their own community!”

PHILLIPS WENT SEARCHING FOR HELP.

Phillips did not submit when he saw things coming down from above, which he knew to be wrong! His first awakening began when the Gun Control Act was passed on the federal level. (The Gun Control Act was known as the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 – Public Law 90-351, 6-19-68.) What alarmed him mostly was more than what the ’68 Act openly sought. It soon became evident to him that the power given to the Act’s working crew, (namely, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration L.E.A.A.), was being used to quietly alter the established system, and set into motion a unified command under the federal government, which made him realize that something
had gone wrong in the law enforcement system! It sent up red flags that he could not ignore. His own abilities in management told him to examine these changes being made by the federal government.

From the onset, it was the plan to use the constitutional framework to bring in the changes sought for the conversion of the United States into a militarized system for world government management. Phillips was vocal about the changes being made in the system, and he went searching the Internet for more information on the L.E.A.A. He came across information that confirmed his suspicions of the damage L.E.A.A. had been doing to the nation. From its inception, the L.E.A.A. group was headquartered in the federal attorney-general’s office, which interlocked with every attorney-general in every state, who in turn, interlocked with every district attorney in every county. Phillips says it appears that the district attorneys are being used to keep the police officers ‘in line’. That observation has possibility! The district attorney in his own county currently has him under indictment!

THE STRONGEST EVIDENCE PHILLIPS FOUND THAT CONFIRMED HIS SUSPICIONS.

The strongest evidence Phillips found that confirmed his suspicions, and really woke him up, was a video made by a California detective, Philip Worts. It ‘filled in the dots’ and explained what was happening to law enforcement. It dealt with “Community Oriented Policing”. It detailed the shift in philosophy about police duties vs. community responsibilities to a team concept of TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT of the community, re-identifying the police role as a FACILITATOR in the community. Worts explained further in detail “…the transformation from a constitutionally empowered local police force performing their duty to keep the peace to that of a change agent working within the community to affect a Marxist paradigm shift.”

Worts relates: The influential German Marxist Georg Lukacs said this about who the facilitators are in the community: “The institutions in socialist society which act as the facilitators between the public and private realms are the Soviets. They (facilitators) are the congresses (diverse groups), which facilitate the debate (dialoguing to consensus) of universal problems (social issues) in the context of the everyday. Example A: Leaders of the community (law enforcement, government, business, education, health, civic, non-profit, medical, religious, etc.) collaborating to identify problems in the community, what the significant impact on people will be, and suggesting solutions to those problems. This is Problem Oriented Policing. Example B: Identifying common ground, where all factions of a community can work together for the COMMON GOOD of the community in a broader problem-solving approach. Forming a partnership between police and the
rest of the community where each is accountable to each other and the community as whole.” Worts continues:

“Reference was made to the common good – the ever-present ideal in the communist state – where individual rights become subordinated to the so-called greater good. The local beat cop has a special part to play, and he doesn’t even realize it. Not only have Total Quality Management ‘change agents’ restructured many of the police departments in America, they are now in a position to turn the police into the facilitators of the community through a program called COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING. COPs is a federally-funded program administered through the U.S. Department of Justice.

In other words, rather than encouraging accountability to a higher authority (i.e. Ten Commandments), which is an individual’s internal control, the STATE is to take over and social control is now often more dependent on external control than on internal self-control. The intent is to bring about social change, and to weaken the traditional family. Formerly, police administrators were accountable to the elected officials who were in turn, accountable to the voters. The new paradigm is nothing more than the Soviet style council.” (End of quotes by Phillip Worts)

Worts explains how communist strategies have been revived, redefined, and are now being used in our police departments to control the American people. An entry, which was recently posted on the Internet, after a new police chief replaced Billy Phillips, stated: “The new Gallaway Police Chief, Jason Collins, said the office is now fully computerized, they’ve taken stock of all inventory and implemented community policing so the public has more hands-on involvement with the department.”

**THINGS THAT CAUSED THE ‘POWERS THAT BE’ TO BECOME ANGRY WITH BILLY PHILLIPS.**

Phillips said: “Any time a police officer supports the Second Amendment, he is in trouble!” At that time an idea arose to do the “right thing” by constructing a suggested Resolution (it could be called a Memorial) that would be helpful to offer to the Tennessee State Legislature as a guide to bring the country back on the right track. It was sent around to every member of both houses in his State Legislature. It offered an approach in which the State could preserve and defend itself from the wiles of the change agents in the federal government. Phillips said: “When they see that Gallaway post office box mark on the envelope, they are going to know I had something to do with sending this around to every legislator!” The Memorial became known as the “Tennessee Resolution” and it gained a bit of publicity. It is still viable! Phillips made three speeches shortly thereafter, and the citizens who heard him were overjoyed to find such a courageous man
defending their rights in the Second Amendment who at the same time held a prestigious office. Fear that Phillips would become a well-known national spokesman subjected him to much on-coming abuse, not only for the right of the people to arms, or the Tennessee Resolution, but also for support of the Ten Commandments, the internal self-control.

**WHY THE ATTACKS ON PHILLIPS BEGAN.**

He has been charged with theft for selling a $5,500.00 motor and keeping the sale money to himself, yet he has a receipt, showing that he turned over the sale money to the City clerk and that money was added to the fund that financed the new City Hall. Since he has been caught up in the de-certification by the POST Commission, he is not only being misrepresented, but he is being used as the prime example to show what happens to any police officer if he 'gets out of line’ or ‘out of step’ with the new Soviet way of thinking! Phillips recently said: “This isn’t the hill I wanted to die on. This battle I am in now may not help me, but it may help the next member of law enforcement who dares to speak out!” He is even more determined than ever to continue for the benefit of someone else who dares to speak out! A Chief of Police in a small town is vested with equal power to that which is delegated to a Chief of Police in a large city. As such, his speeches would carry more credibility than an average person, a fact that made him more likely to be attacked.

**THIS MATTER IS ANOTHER JOE MCCARTHY SITUATION.**

If other police officers decide to oppose the L.E.A.A. instigated transformations, the Homeland Security Agency, the sovietization of law enforcement, or the gun grab, or to object to any instruction, or any other change that is likely to be made in the future duties of our federalized police officers, this is what can happen to them! The federal government rightfully does not possess any lawful authority over a state’s law enforcement personnel. It has no authority to alter, break or seize, the state’s system, or to introduce international concepts of operation, or to participate in disarming the American people. It goes against the principles of the ‘check and balance’ system for civilian law enforcement to be consolidated on the federal level or for the American form of government to be changed to a Soviet system. The L.E.A.A. created a massive federal stranglehold on this nation. Phillips is being penalized for his stand. Errors and misunderstandings are being classed as “crimes”. Alerting other police officers, showing them how to cut through the subterfuge, or to take stock of what the police are actually being asked to do to this nation -- these are situations that the now federalized police authorities will not allow.
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE WORK OF THE L.E.A.A.

In the ‘70s the L.E.A.A. used the federal book entitled: "A National Strategy to Reduce Crime". It laid out the clandestine strategy and procedure for the up-coming prohibition of all firearms. Even a deadline was established by the L.E.A.A as the date for outlawing ALL privately owned firearms. It was placed in the master copy of the recommended Standards and Goals, used by the state governor and a few aides. The L.E.A.A. led every state under global management planning via consolidation, regionalization, sovietization, nationalization, and internationalization. The civilian law enforcement system, the police Standards and Goals, and other operations were revamped so that they are now in accord with military concepts on a regional basis. It also revised the courts and corrections. The tactics of the L.E.A.A. were deceptive, and they infiltrated every level of government, gaining approval of what were actually sleight-of-hand operations. California was L.E.A.A.’s pilot state over the nation.

L.E.A.A. CREATED A BYPASS AROUND THE SECOND AMENDMENT TO AUTHORIZE GUN PROHIBITION BY THE STATE.

"A National Strategy to Reduce Crime" gave direction to the method by which the federal government could make an end run around the Second Amendment. L.E.A.A. created this stratagem. It moved the right of the people to arms out from the complete protection of the Second Amendment of the “Bill of Rights” and placed the right to arms under the authority of the state! This action was called state pre-emption. Unfortunately, most of the large gun fraternities endorsed L.E.A.A.’s “state pre-emption” device, and they did the legwork that obtained an agreement from the people in almost all of the states that they accepted this L.E.A.A. recommendation (actually, a demotion of the right to arms). The right to arms was thus debased from its high untouchable (non-repealable) loft (in the “Bill of Rights”) and was brought down to a state level, where the right was then controllable by the members of the state legislature. The L.E.A.A designed the stratagem, installed it, and then left the states with instructions on how and when to use this newly acquired power (purportedly approved by the people) by which the state could claim legal authority to prohibit possession of all privately owned handguns when the time came to do so. This stratagem has never been rescinded! This attitude can be activated under martial law with supposed authority. There never was any true informed consent!

MORE MISSIONS OF THE L.E.A.A.
L.E.A.A.’s mission was to establish a federal police force with required regional offices and alignments co-terminus with the Ten Standard Federal Regional Planning Agencies already adopted by the federal government. The operational *Standards and Goals* are comparable to military standards. Already prepared is a Courts-Martial Manual that can be used to operate the courts under martial law whenever it is declared. The L.E.A.A. has also worked in conjunction with the “Advisory Commission on Inter-governmental Relations” (A.C.I.R.), which became the nation’s “law-making factory.” A.C.I.R. drafted transformational legislation for the conversion, including suggested legislation for future elimination of our sheriffs. L.E.A.A. promoted programs with Russia and the Ukraine for the exchange of personnel, methods, and perspectives on law enforcement. The “Soviet–American Police Exchange Program was developed under the Law Enforcement Exchange Program, L.E.E.P. (Refer to Project Harmony)

Missions of the L.E.A.A. included unification of laws, regulations, and methodologies on a nation-wide scale; development of the data collecting satellite “Project Search”; acquiring federal control over the standard-setting process; and centralizing all power over law enforcement under the executive branch of government in Washington, D.C. Richard Velde, an administrator of L.E.A.A., hailed the acquisition of the *Standard-setting Process alone* as the federal government’s “greatest achievement”. Federal acquisition of the *Standard-setting Process* was more virulent than the initial *Standards and Goals*, because the process itself was a permanent arrangement, an ‘on-going process’, described as a forcing function, controlled by grants from the federal government, which gave to the federal government continual *carte blanche* powers over local law enforcement in all of the states! It was then, that the people lost control over their own local law enforcement systems!

**HOW L.E.A.A. LOCKED IN WITH THE GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT PLAN.**

These *transformations* were essential for the federal government to construct the “force to preserve internal order” (as required in State Department Publication 7277 – the policy book for the General and Complete Disarmament Law, Public Law 87-297). Sailing under the banner of ‘public safety’, L.E.A.A. laid the groundwork for establishment of the Homeland Security Agency, which is the *force to preserve internal order* as required when the U.S. military is transferred (on a permanent basis) to the communist commanders at the United Nations. The very people that made up the Committees and Sub-committees that were used to fulfill L.E.A.A.’s requirement of “public participation” (which was constituted to guarantee “public approval” of these changes) were to some extent unsuspecting government officials who were not interested
in being apprised of what the federal government’s financial aid was actually doing! “Public participation” was to be used to mean “consent of the governed”.

The courts backed these arrangements without requiring fully informed participants who understood what the federal government was actually doing to the states! In L.E.A.A’s main “cook book” “acceptance of federal funds” was defined to mean “acceptance of laws and power changes being sought by the federal government”. Meanwhile, the federal government pushed the P.P.B.S. (Planning, Programming and Budgeting System), a control system, which was erected over all of the states, not only to finance the L.E.A.A. programs, but to sweep up control of education as well. L.E.A.A. altered the operational concepts of this nation starting in 1968, and lasting until it completed all of its assigned missions. It shut down operations in April 1982. The damage it did is even more apparent today.

**L.E.A.A. BUILT INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS.**

This is what Richard Velde, the head of the L.E.A.A. said in 1974, “The L.E.A.A. is one of the funding agencies of A.C.I.R. projects.” Velde spoke before an International Symposium on Criminal Justice and Statistics Systems and said, “We know there will be a national system which links all sizeable law enforcement courts and corrections agencies. We know this system will not stop at the national borders. In this day of rapid communications, a truly international system is essential. We know that within the regional system every police officer will have to be accessible at all times. Every court and corrections official will have to be able to come on the line as well.”

When it was first introduced, the satellite named S.E.A.R.C.H. (Systematic Electronic Analysis and Retrieval of Criminal Histories) was being called “Project Search”. It is a space-based data bank, which stores information on people worldwide. The essentials it requires are fingerprints (full set, if possible), and a photograph including any information available on the individual. The driver’s licenses that are issued these days are electronically transmissible to satellites, which hold data being obtained on every individual. S.E.A.R.C.H. works with every nation in the world, including Interpol and currently locks in with the Real ID card. S.E.A.R.C.H. was one of the most secret projects sponsored by L.E.A.A., although books were obtainable about it at that time. The Homeland Security Agency has access to this satellite. As people accept the chip in the hand, or in their driver’s license, that co-operation will be interpreted to mean “approval” (the consent of the governed) and, as such, will be used to legitimize the existence of the unconstitutional Homeland Security “Agency”.
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DISAPPEARANCE OF OUR SAFEGUARDS.

Meanwhile, in 1958 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Worldwide Military Command and Control System was underway. This adds to today’s concern that a 100% military rule could be made possible in the United States and triggered off in an emergency. Emergency management planning was laid over U.S. counties during L.E.A.A.’s reign. Safeguards that were once within the province of the people disappeared. Local control has also disappeared. When the big push comes to fully activate the militarized system there will be no safeguards -- no checks and balances to fall back upon!

Around 1975 and on, city managers (these are non-elected persons) were vested with powers and given the authority in a state of emergency to call in the military. Again, this bridges the integration of civilian administration with the military, and proves the point that elected people will not be in power. Regional government from the onset was known to be composed of non-elected representation. The real power is being vested in appointed official’s hands! These facts bear witness that the plan is to dislodge the people from their Constitutional position as the “ultimate power.” History shows that the way to take over a country is to first take over its military and its law enforcement, which has been done, and change its system!

THE AUTHORITY OF THE PEOPLE HAS BEEN STOLEN.

Military government has been on stand-by ever since L.E.A.A. took over. The city manager is also vested with stand-by authority in an emergency, and he will have the power to shut down businesses, intern people, appropriate buildings, and exert the power of curfew, etc. The people will not be able to control those people who control them because they are non-elected managers. The key man is the state Director of Emergency Services as he holds the state’s door open so the federal government can control the state. Unfortunately, because of the deficiencies in our education department, some of our younger police officers do not know that it is unlawful for them to be merged with the military. They have been competing for high salaried jobs under the Homeland Security Agency – which again will be interpreted to mean “acceptance” of the arrangement -- “consent of the governed” honoring this Agency. The authority of the people has been stolen by the creation of the Homeland Security “Agency”. A military government does not need the approval of the people for its actions. The military operates under a different set of rules when it takes command.

In these dangerous times, it is well for loyal Americans to remember this fact: If ever the Constitution is declared obsolete, and is officially acknowledged as no longer in effect
(detruded), and we are held under a military government (martial law), the opportunity to escape from the New World Order under the United Nations cannot be accomplished in a civilized manner. That opportunity is lost. There are no withdrawal rights in the United Nations Charter. We are an enlisted member. To withdraw membership in that organization, we must be able to enact a law under our Congress or through our states that rescinds the 1945 law and 1947 Amendments that caused the United States to participate as a member of the United Nations. The point is that our proper Constitutional system must be kept in existence in order for us to use its method of rescinding a law. Martial law would deny us this right. If we allow the Homeland Security “Agency” to acquire full command and control (which most likely will be permanent, according to their goals), there will be no opportunity to utilize that procedure that the United States Constitution alone offers for rescinding the law responsible for the United States membership in the United Nations. Keep in mind that whether or not the Constitution and the Bill of Rights are being adhered to, they are still the true and rightful law of this land, even though they are not being obeyed. It is the Homeland Security “Agency” which is unconstitutional, and which has no true authority in this nation. Martial law must be resisted.

MORE ON THE TENNESSEE RESOLUTION (MEMORIAL).

The Tennessee Resolution (Memorial) was an attempt to wake up the representatives in that state, which just happened to be the state where Phillips lived. It was drafted and marked as “Suggested Legislation” that any state could adopt. It was written in opposition to the adverse policies of the federal government, and presented as if the state desired to expose such dangerous legislation as the disarmament law, the Homeland Security Agency, the loss of state authority, etc., situations the federal government forced upon the states. Even though they had all received a copy of it, no acknowledgement was ever sent from any member of either house in the Tennessee legislature regarding the Resolution.

Every state legislature, after considering the serious nature of what has grasped them, should go on record as being opposed to these unlawful federal actions. The Tennessee Resolution used at that time was lengthy. Later, it was processed for each state in the nation to adopt. A number of people in various states asked to have the Resolution written with their own state’s name listed instead of Tennessee. This type of action is one of many things needed to be done today as regional government and the North America Union threaten the very existence of the state.

The Tennessee Resolution ends by calling for a Citizens’ Grand Jury to be installed, and to be given the assistance of the state to remedy the wrongful direction that the federal
government has taken the states. It calls for the state to enlist its sister states in a joint action with the people to stop the adverse policies of the federal government. Phillips did not construct it, but it was sent around with Phillips’ approval to every member of both houses in the State of Tennessee. It must have caused a fury, judging by what has now happened to Phillips! He has been harassed ever since!

The “POST Commission” was created as a result of one of L.E.A.A.’s recommendations. The governor appoints the members of the “POST Commission”. They can de-certify a Chief of Police if he does not go along with what comes down from the federal government to which the police departments are now beholden.

Here is how the “POST Commission” controls law enforcement: Police officers must attend a state approved training academy. After they graduate from the academy, they receive a "POST Certification Number", a state license type of thing. If the “POST Commission” votes to revoke a police officer’s Certification Number (it is called de-certification), that officer is out of a job in law enforcement. The mayor, councilmen or aldermen have no say at all at that time.

**PHILLIPS’ SPEECH FOLLOWS.**

Phillips’ article follows, telling of the hypocrisy in each of the indictments he had to suffer through, as the ‘higher ups’ smear him in the media. At one time, he had hoped to establish an organization for Christian police officers, which does not seem likely now that he has been (wrongfully) de-certified. One of his speeches is on [www.libertygunrights.com](http://www.libertygunrights.com) under the category listed as “A Christian Constitutional Chief of Police Speaks Out”. Efforts should be made to understand how his case has been twisted to make him appear to be a “bad cop” when in reality, he is being blackballed for speaking out. The public should come forth to support this type of person, which we now need in law enforcement more than ever. He is the beginning of a chance to unravel the bindings that tie you and your children under a future of globalized militarized sovietized government management. If the people put up no resistance, this is the future for us, and all coming generations.

**ARE LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OUR COURTS THE ONLY TWO DIVISIONS OF OUR GOVERNMENT THAT ARE BEING ALTERED?**

No, they are not! ALL of our governmental divisions are being subjected to the same paradigm of management as law enforcement and the courts. It includes businesses, universities, education, health, transportation, etc., etc., as well. If you would like to pursue this subject further use the search engine in the Internet and ask for “Total Quality
Management and Reinventing Government.” The article begins by announcing, “TQM is a new paradigm of management.” In other words, not only our geographical national and state boundaries are being subjected to elimination, our total form of government is being restructured for international management.

When the P.P.B.S. (Planning, Programming and Budgeting System) was introduced during the 70’s, the Office of Management and Budget collaborated with it, with the intent to force every aspect of American government under the new global government control system. By offering “revenue sharing” funds to the states, (money which the federal government had already taken from the people in the states as tax money) the federal government forced “Total Quality Management” upon every state via the regional government conduit. If they did not adopt the federal mandates, they did not receive federal grants to support their needs. TQM is also called Time Management; Management by Objectives; Uniform Accounting Systems; Instructional Management; and many other deceiving titles. Because of the short sightedness of those managing the states, the nation has become a victim of “planners” and “change agents” who were sent all over the nation to manage the transformation of this republic into a segment of globalized sovietized government. Is it any wonder that we are now dominated by the Homeland Security Agency?

HOW YOU CAN HELP PHILLIPS AND PROTECT THE FUTURE OF YOUR CHILDREN.

Phillips does need help! What is happening to Phillips is what will happen to each and every one of us. He is one of our major defenders in law enforcement willing to work against the conquest of America. He needs to be scheduled for more talk shows, so he can tell how he is being attacked and what has been done to him. Read his own account, and his case which follows, telling of what has happened to him during his trial in court: sheer revenge for speaking out! Are there any constitutionally-minded police officers that would be interested in helping him defend the proper role of law enforcement in this nation? Are there any American parents who understand that his lead, as he struggles against the transformation in law enforcement into TQM, will also uncover the damage the transformation is wreaking upon the education system, and on our young minds in the schools?

Phillips’ phone number is 901 - 382 - 2375. It would be great if you can help him with a donation. His mailing address is: Billy Phillips - 3105 Valley Lake Drive - Bartlett, TN 38135